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Evil Knows: In The Name Of Science

6 x 60'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Bloodhoud vs Bloodhound

The wet leaves beat against Evil Jared's face, his heart is racing. He hears something behind him.
His pursuer is nipping at his heels. And the pursuer is a professional - a bloodhound. Jared’s
challenge: shake off the bloodhound. And he is trying his best. Jared fights with all his strength
against the current of the ice-cold river. Rubbing himself with smelly sulphurous mud to cover up
his scent. Climbing over mossy, slippery rocks. And still the warm, moist breath of bloodhound
breathing down his neck. If all this does not work, he still has an ace up his sleeve: a helicopter.

2. Evil and Sleepless

Bloodshot eyes, skin tone: grey, deep facial grooves, - that’s the result of sleeplessness, extreme
sleep deprivation. And that is what Evil Jared will go through. The goal: stay awake for 96 hours
straight. We take a look what effect sleep deprivation has on the human psyche and body.
Reaction time, balance, concentration abilities, and endurance - everything decreases. And it
wouldn’t be Evil Knows, if we wouldn’t have thought of a few extreme tests. Walking over a raging
river, boxing against the UBF European Champion in Medium heavy weight, Alem Begic, walking
over hot coals, soaking in a tub full of ice. The clock is ticking.

3. The Hotest Shit

Chili always burns twice - with Evil Jared, let’s make it eight for good measure. Why? Because
Jared ventures into the world of super hot chili peppers! First stop: Mexico. Jalapenos are eaten
for breakfast there. Jared’s fire-eating trip leads him on to New York. He visits a chef who cooks
with a gas mask- why? Because he makes the hottest curry in the world and of course Jared
wants to try it. The boys in Bristol, GB would certainly do a hot dance with the curry, despite
training regularly for chilli eating competitions and even planting their own special chili. Jared is
going to get some tips from them before his last stop in Assam, India. Anandita, a small, shy
woman, is in the Guinness Book of World Records - not only can she eat ridiculous amounts of
chili, but she also rubs it into her eyes - without shedding a tear. Clearly, Jared tries that as well.

4. G-Forces
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First of all Jared will fulfil a [man's] dream - driving a Formula One car. In a double seater in
France, he will be pressed into the seat at 3 G - a test for the neck muscles. Barely time to catch
his breath then Jared moves on to the centrifuge. Here Jared goes up against 5 G forces. But that
will "only" be preparing for the ultimate G-Force-kick. In a fighter jet - the Hawker Hunter - up to 10
G force. The face deforms, breathing is difficult, falling unconscious is likely. How will Jared
survive this extreme flight?

5. Wild, Wild West

Yeeeehaaaa! In our minds, we have a clear picture of cowboys, they are more like gangsters than
cattle rustlers. In this episode, Evil Jared lives the real cowboy life. Sitting for days in the saddle,
making sure none of the cattle wander off, sleeping under the stars next to a campfire - with the
fear of being bitten by a rattlesnake. Sewing your own wounds with sutures, lassoing a cow and
calf branding. Bandy legs come with the job.

6. Evil Noodling

„Howdy“ says the cat fish and [swallows] bites the redneck’s arm. He in turn fishes the 30 kilo cat
fish out of the water and struggles to keep a hold of it. The guy with the fish is Jared’s instructor
today. Because Jared is participating in the traditional okie noodling tournament. No small fish to
fry here. And it has nothing to do with the calming benefits of fly fishing. Noodling is an extreme
sport par excellence as Jared experiences himself.


